Ordering Is Easy!

1. Select a check design
Choose from the full selection of designs on this product guide. Visit deluxe.com/checks to view all scenes in the package.

2. Select accents and accessories
Choose from a variety of accents to personalize the checks — Lettering, a Symbol or Monogram and a Message. Coordinating checkbook covers and address labels are available, too! (Additional charges apply.)

3. Place the order
Order online via your Deluxe Ordering System. When using OrderPro, be sure to include a consumer email address for order confirmation and shipping confirmation emails.

EXPRESS DELIVERY AVAILABLE
Next-Day Express, Four-Day Express and more are recommended for guaranteed on-time delivery. Refer to your Deluxe Ordering System for details. Express Delivery is not available for all locations and delivery times, and fees are subject to change.

Find the check that says YOU at deluxe.com/checks
Coastal Sands 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP COSN
- SINGLE: WAL COSN

Vintage Passport 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP VINPA
- SINGLE: WAL VINPA
- LEATHER COVER: LWCY

Tropical Breeze 2 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP TRB
- SINGLE: WAL TRB
- LEATHER COVER: LVNO

Thomas Kinkade Collection 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP TK
- SINGLE: WAL TK
- LEATHER COVER: LWTK

Wyland™ 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP WU
- SINGLE: WAL WU
- LEATHER COVER: LWLU

Arbor Day 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP AD
- SINGLE: WAL AD
- LEATHER COVER: LWAD

Wyland™ 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP WU
- SINGLE: WAL WU
- LEATHER COVER: LWLU

College Spirit 1 Scene
- DUPLICATE: DUP CLGS
- SINGLE: WAL CLGS

Owls 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP OWLS
- SINGLE: WAL OWLS
- LEATHER COVER: LWOWL

Asian Essence 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP ASNES
- SINGLE: WAL ASNES

Primrose 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP PR
- SINGLE: WAL PR
- LEATHER COVER: LWPRIM

Harley-Davidson® 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP L2R
- SINGLE: WAL L2R
- LEATHER COVER: LWL2R

PGA TOUR® 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP PGAW
- SINGLE: WAL PGAW
- CANVAS/LEATHER COVER: LWPGA

Arbor Day Foundation™ Donates $1 from every check package purchased to support Arbor Day Foundation's tree-planting and educational programs. Arbor Day Foundation is a nonprofit education organization.

Checks for the Cure® 1 Scene
- DUPLICATE: DUP CFC
- SINGLE: WAL CFC
- LEATHER COVER: LWFCF

In connection with its 2016-2018 Checks for the Cure® promotion, Deluxe Financial Services, LLC will donate $175,000 to Susan G. Komen® regardless of sales.

University of Wisconsin 1 Scene
- DUPLICATE: DUP WBB
- SINGLE: WAL WBB

College Spirit requires a shadow print.

NOVA® 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP NO
- SINGLE: WAL NO
- LEATHER COVER: LWNO

TM & © robin zingone® all rights reserved

Girlygirl™ 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP GIRL
- SINGLE: WAL GIRL
- CANVAS COVER: LWOGLI

TM & © robin zingone® all rights reserved

Asian Essence 4 Scenes
- DUPLICATE: DUP ASNES
- SINGLE: WAL ASNES

Atlantic Coast
- DUPLICATE: DUP AC
- SINGLE: WAL AC

HCIC Lic.

Full selection of Collegiate checks & College Spirit logos available on deluxe.com/checks

University of Iowa 60126

West Virginia University 60173

Iowa State University 60127

Pennsylvania State University 60146
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**FLORAL & NATURE**

- **Honey Bee**
  - **DUP:** DUP HONBE
  - **SINGLE:** WAL HONBE

- **Butterfly Garden**
  - **DUP:** DUP BUTGR
  - **SINGLE:** WAL BUTGR

- **Victorian Rose**
  - **DUP:** DUP VR
  - **SINGLE:** WAL VR

- **Nature's Garden**
  - **DUP:** DUP MB
  - **SINGLE:** WAL MB

- **Tranquil Leaves**
  - **DUP:** DUP TRL
  - **SINGLE:** WAL TRL

- **Puppies!**
  - **DUP:** DUP PPP
  - **SINGLE:** WAL PPP

- **Wildlife**
  - **DUP:** DUP WL
  - **SINGLE:** WAL WL

- **Kittens**
  - **DUP:** DUP KITTIN
  - **SINGLE:** WAL KITTIN

- **Animals**
  - **Cover:** Arbor Day Foundation™

- **Guideline**
  - **DUP:** DUP GL
  - **SINGLE:** WAL GL

- **Mailing Labels**
  - Choose labels that coordinate with your checks. Refer to your Deluxe Ordering System or deluxe.com/checks

- **Monograms**
  - Printed in the upper left corner next to your name and address. To order, indicate style and letter. Additional charge.

- **Symbols**
  - Printed in the upper left corner next to your name and address. Additional charge.

- **Messages**
  - Choose a unique message to appear above your signature line. Additional charge.

- **Letters**
  - Choose from six elegant typestyles. Additional charge. Standard typestyle available at no charge.

- **Calligraphy**
  - Additional charge. Standard lettering typestyle available at no charge.

- **Calligraphy**
  - Additional charge. Standard lettering typestyle available at no charge.
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